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Abstract

This paper describes part of a multi-year study of software reuse being performed at the University of Maryland. The part of the study which is reported here explores techniques for the transformation of Ada programs which preserve function but which result in program components that are more independent, and presumably therefore, more reusable. Goals for the larger study include a precise specification of the transformation technique and its application in a large development organization. Expected results of the larger study, which are partially covered here, are the identification of reuse promoters and inhibitors both in the problem space and in the solution space, the development of a set of metrics which can be applied to both developing and completed software to reveal the degree of reusability which can be expected of that software, and the development of guidelines for both developers and reviewers of software which can help assure that the developed software will be as reusable as desired.

The advantages of transforming existing software into reusable components, rather than creating reusable components as an independent activity, include: 1) software development organizations often have an archive of previous projects which can yield reusable components, 2) developers of ongoing projects do not need to adjust to new and possibly unproven methods in an attempt to develop reusable components, so no risk or development overhead is introduced, 3) transformation work can be accomplished in parallel with line developments but be separately funded (this is particularly applicable when software is being developed for an outside customer who may not be willing to sustain the additional costs and risks of developing reusable codes, 4) the resulting components are guaranteed to be relevant to the application area, and 5) the cost is low and controllable.

Introduction

Broadly defined, software reuse includes more than the repeated use of particular code modules. Other life cycle products such as specifications or test plans can be reused, software development processes such as verification techniques or cost modeling methods are reusable, and even intangible products such as ideas and experience contribute to the total picture of reuse [1,2]. Although process and tool reuse is common practice, life cycle product reuse is spilt in its infancy. Ultimately, reuse of early lifecycle products might provide the largest payoffs. For the near term, however, gains can be realized and further work can be guided by understanding how software can be developed with a minimum of newly-generated source lines of code.

The work covered in this paper includes a feasibility study and some examples of generalizing, by transforming, software source code after it has been initially developed, in order to improve its reusability. The term software reclamation has been chosen for this activity since it does not amount to the development of but rather to the distillation of existing software. (Reclamation is defined in the dictionary as obtaining something from used products or restoring something to usefulness [3].) By exploring the ability to modify and generalize existing software, characteristics of that software can be expressed which relate to its reusability, which in turn is related to its maintainability and portability. This study includes applying these generalizations to several small example programs, to medium sized programs from different organizations, and to several fairly large programs from a single organization.

Earlier work has examined the principle of software reclamation through generic extraction with small examples. This has revealed the various levels of difficulty which are associated with generalizing various kinds of Ada dependancies. For example, it is easier to generalize a dependency that exists on encrusted data than on visible data, and it is easier to generalize a dependency on a visible array type than on a visible record type. Following that work, some medium-sized examples of existing software were analyzed for potential generalization. The limited success of these efforts revealed additional guidelines for development as well as limitations of the techniques. Summaries of the preceding work appear in the following sections.

Used as data for the current research is Ada software from the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center which was written over the past three years to perform spacecraft simulations. Three programs, each on the order of 100,000 (adon) lines, were studied. Software code reuse at NASA/GSFC has been practiced for many years, originally with Fortran developments, and more recently with Ada. Since transforming to Ada, management has observed a steadily increasing amount of software reuse. One goal which is introduced here but which will be addressed in more detail in the larger study is the understanding of the nature of the reuse being practiced there and to examine the reasons for the improvement seen with Ada. Another goal of this as well as the larger study is to compare the guidelines derived from the examination of how different programs yield to or resist generalization. Several questions
are considered through this comparison-including the universality of guidelines derived from a single program and with the effect of the application domain, or problem space, on software reusability can be distinguished from the effect of the implementation, or solution space.

Superficially, therefore, this paper describes a technique for generalizing existing Ada software through the use of the generalization concept. However, the success and practicality of this technique is greatly affected by the style of the software being transformed. The examination of what characteristics of software are contrasted with transformability has led to the derivation of software development and review guidelines. It appears that most, if not all, of the guidelines suggested by this examination are consistent with good programming practices as suggested by other studies.

The Basic Technique

By studying the dependencies among software elements at the code level, a determination can be made of the reusability of those elements in other contexts. For example, if a component of a program uses or depends upon another component, then it would not normally be reusable in another program where that component was not also present. On the other hand, a component of a software program which does not depend on any other software can be used, in theory at least, in any arbitrary context. This study concentrates only on the theoretical reusability of a component of software, which is defined here as the amount of dependence that exists between that component and other software components. Thus, it is concerned only with the syntax of reusable software. It does not directly address issues of practical reusability, such as whether a reusable component is useful enough to encourage other developers to reuse it instead of redeveloping its function. The goal of the process is to identify and extract the essential functionality from a program so that this extracted essence is not dependent on external declarations, information, or other knowledge. Transformations are needed to derive new components that can be used by other programs, and inter-component dependencies arise naturally from the customary design decomposition and implementation processes used for software development.

Ideal examples of reusable software code components can be defined as those which have no dependencies on other software. Short of complete independence, any dependencies which do exist provide a way of quantifying the reusability of the component. In other words, the reusability of a component can be thought of as inversely proportional to the amount of external dependence required by that component. However, some or all of that dependence may be removable through transformation by generalizing the component. A measure of a component's dependence on its external functions which quantifies the difficulty of removing that dependence through transformation and generalization is slightly different from simply measuring the dependence directly, and is more specifically appropriate to this study. The amount of such transformation constitutes a useful indication of the effort to reuse a body of software.

Both the transformation effort and the degree of success with performing the transforms can vary from one example to the next. The identification of guidelines for developers and reviewers was made possible by observing what promoted or impeded the transformations. These guidelines can also help in the selection of reusable or transformable parts from existing software. Since dependences among software components can typically be determined from the software design, many of the guidelines are written with respect to the development and reuse of systems written in the Ada language, since Ada is the medium for this study, most apply in general to software development in any language.

One measure of the extent of the transformation required is the number of lines of code that need to be added, altered, or deleted [4]. However, some modifications require new constructs to be added to the software while others merely require syntactic adjustments that could be performed automatically. For this reason, a more accurate measure weights the changes by their difficulty. A component can contain dependences on external parts that are so intractable that removing them would mean also removing all of the useful functionality of the component. Such transformations are not cost-effective. In these cases, either the component in question must be reused in conjunction with one or more of the components on which it depends, or it cannot be generalized into an independently reusable one. Therefore, for any given component, there is a possibility that it contains some dependences on external parts which can be eliminated through transformation and also a possibility that it contains some dependences which cannot be eliminated.

To guide the transformations, a model is used which distinguishes between software function and the declarations on which an object depends. This program (for here, a program which uses data abstraction), data declarations and associated functionality are grouped into the same component. This component becomes the new object associated with the declaration of another object. This means that function / declaration distinction can be thought of as occurring on multiple levels. The internal declarations of an object can be distinguished from the construction and access operations supplied to external users of the object, and the object itself as a whole can be distinguished from its external use which supplies additional function (possibly establishing yet another, higher level object). The distinction between functions and objects is more obvious where a program is not object-oriented since declarations are not grouped with their associated functionality, but rather are established globally within the program.

At each level, declarations are seen as application-specific while the functions performed on them are seen as the potentially generalizable and reusable parts of a program. This may appear backwards initially since data abstractions composed of both declarations and functions are often seen as reusable components. However, for consistency here, functions and declarations within a data abstraction are viewed as separate in the same way as functions which depend on declarations contained in external components are separable from those declarations. In use, the reusable, independent functional component's are composed with application-specific declarations to form objects, which can further be composed with other independent functional components to implement an even larger portion of the overall program.

Figure 1 shows one way of representing this. All the ovals are objects. The dark ovals are primitives which have pre-defined operations, such as integer or boolean. The white ovals represent program-supplied functionality which is composed with their contained objects to form a higher level object.
The intent of the model is to distinguish this program-specific functionality and to attempt to represent it independently of the objects upon which it acts.

![Applicable function](image1)

Figure 1.

Some Ada which might be represented as in the above figure might be:

```
package Counter is
  procedure Reset; -- applicable function ...
  procedure Increment; -- applicable function ...
  function Current_Value return Natural; end Counter;

package body Counter is
  Count : Natural := 0; -- simple object
  procedure Reset is begin
    Count := 0;
    end Reset;
  procedure Increment is begin
    Count := Count + 1;
    end Increment;
  function Current_Value return Natural is begin
    return Count;
    end Current_Value;
end Counter;

package Max_Count is
  Max_val : Natural := 0; -- additional object
  procedure Reset; -- applicable function ...
  procedure Increment; -- applicable function ...
  function Current_Value return Natural; end Max_Count;

package body Max_Count is
  procedure Reset is begin
    Count.Reset;
    end Reset;
  procedure Increment is begin
    Count.Increment;
    if Max_val < Count.Current_Value then
      Max_val := Count.Current_Value;
    end if;
    end Increment;
  function Current_Value return Natural is begin
    return Count.Current_Value;
    end Current_Value;
end Max_Count;

function Max return Natural is
begin
  return Max_Val;
  end Max;
end Max_Count;
```

In this example, the objects are properly encapsulated, though they might not have been. If, for example, the simple objects were declared in separate components from their applicable functions, the result could have been the same (although the diagram might look different). In actual practice, Ada programs are developed with a combination of encapsulated object-operation groups as well as separately declared object-operation groups. Often the lowest levels are encapsulated while the higher level and larger objects tend to be separate from their applicable function. Perhaps in the ideal case, all objects would be encapsulated with their applied function since encapsulation usually makes the process of extracting the functionality at a later time easier. This, therefore, becomes one of the guidelines revealed by this model.

If the above example were transformed to separate the functionality from each object, the following set of components might be derived:

### Generic

```
generic
  type Count_Object is (0);
package Gen.Counter is
  procedure Reset; -- applicable function ...
  procedure Increment; -- applicable function ...
  function Current_Value return Count_Object; end Gen.Counter;

package body Gen.Counter is
  Count : Count_Object := 0;
  procedure Reset is begin
    Count := Count,Object(0);
    end Reset;
  procedure Increment is begin
    Count := Count.Object(0) + 1;
    end Increment;
  function Current_Value return Count_Object is begin
    return Count;
    end Current_Value;
end Gen.Counter;
```

### Generic

```
generic
  type Count_Object is (0);
package Gen.Max_Count is
  procedure Reset; -- applicable function ...
  procedure Increment; -- applicable function ...
  function Current_Value return Count_Object; end Gen.Max_Count;

package body Gen.Max_Count is
  max_Val : Count_Object := 0;
  procedure Reset is begin
    Gen.Counter.Reset;
    end Reset;
  procedure Increment is begin
    Gen.Counter.Increment;
    if max_Val < Gen.Counter.Current_Value then
    end if;
    end Increment;
  function Current_Value return Count_Object is begin
    return Gen.Counter.Current_Value;
    end Current_Value;
end Gen.Max_Count;
```
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procedure Reset is
begin
  Counter.Reset;
end Reset;

procedure Increment is
begin
  Counter.Increment;
  if Max.Val < Counter.Current_Value
     then
       Max.Val := Counter.Current_Value;
     end if;
  end Increment;

function Current_Value return Natural is
begin
  return Counter.Current_Value;
end function;

function Max return Natural is
begin
  return Max.Val;
end function;

with Gen_Max_Count;
procedure Max_Count_User is
package Max_Count is
  new Gen_Max_Count (Natural);
begin
  Max.Count.Reset;
  Max.Count.Increment;
end Max_Count_User;

Note that the end user obtains the same functionality that a user of Max_Count has; but the software now allows the primitive object Natural to be supplied externally to the algorithms that will apply to it. Further, the user could have obtained analogous functionality for any discrete type simply by pairing the general object with a different type (using a different generic instantiation).

This model is somewhat analogous to the one used in Smalltalk programming where objects are assembled from other objects plus programmer-supplied specifics. However, it is meant to apply more generally to Ada and other languages that do not have support for dynamic binding and full inheritance, features that are in general unavailable when strong static type checking is required. Instead, Ada offers the generic feature which can be used as shown here to partially offset the constraints imposed by static checking.

Applying this model to existing software means that any lines of code which represent reusable functionality must be parameterized with generic formal parameters in order to make them independent from their surrounding declaration space and the environment. Removing the compiler-decettable declarative dependencies by producing a generic unit is no guarantee that the new unit will actually be independent. There can be dependencies on data or on environment in environments in which the new unit will be used. These dependencies on data values that are related to purposes of optimization that are followed at the point where a resource was originally used but which could be violated at a point of later re-use. (An example of this kind of dependency is copying in the Measurement section.) To be complete, the transformation process would need to identify and remove these other types of dependencies as well as the declarative dependence. Although guidelines have been identified by this study which can reduce the possibility for these other types of dependencies to enter a system, this work only concentrates on mechanisms to measure and remove declarative dependence.

More Examples

In a language with strong static type checking, such as Ada, any information exchanged between communicating program units must be of a type which is available to both units. Since Ada enforces name equivalence of types, where a type name and not just the underlying structure of a type is exchanged between two communicating units, the declaration of the type used to pass information between units must be visible to both of those units. The user of a resource, therefore, is constrained to be in the scope of all type declarations used in the interface of that resource. In a language with a fixed set of types this is not a problem since all possible types will be globally available to both the resource and its users. However, in a language which allows user-declared types and enforces strong static type checking of those types, any inter-component communication with such types must be performed in the scope of those programmer-defined declarations. This means that the coupling between two communicating components increases from data passing through external coupling (or from level two to level five on the traditional seven-point scale of Myers, where level one is the lowest level of coupling) [2].

Consider, for example, project-specific type declarations which are unique to low, commonly visible levels in a system. Resources which build upon those declarations can then be used in turn by higher level application-specific components. If a programmer attempts to reuse those intermediate-level resources in a new context, it is necessary to also reuse the low-level declarations on which they are built. This may not be acceptable, since combining several resources from different original contexts means that the set of low-level type declarations needed can be extensive and not generally comparable. This situation can occur whenever a not data is encapsulated with its applicable function, but for clarity, and to contrast with the previous examples, it is shown here with the data and its operations declared separately.

For example, imagine that two existing programs each contain one of the following pairs of compilation units:

- First program contains first pair:
  package Var_1 is
  type Variable_String is
    record
      Data : String (1..80);  
      Length : Natural;
    end record;
  function Variable_String_From_User
    return Variable_String;
  end Var_1;

- Second program contains second pair:
  package Var_2 is
  type Variable_String is
    record
      Data : String (1..80);  
      Length : Natural;
    end record;
  function Variable_String_From_User
    return Variable_String;
  end Var_2;
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with V3_1;
package Pa_1 is
  type Phone_Message is
    record
      From : V3_1.Variable_String;
      To : V3_1.Variable_String;
      Data : V3_1.Variable_String;
    end record;
  function Phone_Message_From_User
    return Phone_message;
end Pa_1;
end V3_1;

-- Second program contains second pair:
package V3_2 is
  type Variable_String is
    record
      Data : String (1 .. 200) := (others => ' ');
      Length : Natural := 0;
    end record;
  function Variable_String_From_User
    return Variable_String;
end V3_2;
end V3_2;

with V3_2;
package Pa_2 is
  type Mail_Message is
    record
      From : V3_2.Variable_String;
      To : V3_2.Variable_String;
      Subject : V3_2.Variable_String;
      Text : V3_2.Variable_String;
    end record;
  function Mail_Message_From_User
    return Mail_Message;
end Pa_2;
end V3_2;

Now consider the programmer who is typing and occurs in the same program. A reasonable way to combine the use of Mail_Messages with the use of Phone_Messages might seem to be as follows:

with V3_2;
with Pa_1;
with Pa_2;
procedure User is
  Name : V3_1.Variable_String;
  Pa : Pa_1.Phone_Message := Pa_1.Phone_Message_From_User;
begln
  Name := Pa.To;
  MM.From := Name; -- Illegal
end User;

This will fail to compile, however, since the types V3_1.Variable_String and V3_2.Variable_String are distinct and therefore values of one are not assignable to objects of the other (the value of Name is of type V3_1.Variable_String and the record component Pa.From is of type V3_2.Variable_String).

In the above example, note that the variable string types were left visible rather than made private to make it seem even more plausible to a programmer to expect that, at least logically, the assignment attempted is reasonable. However, the incompatibility between the underlying type declarations used by Mail_Message and Phone_Message becomes a problem. One solution might be to use type conversion. However, employing type conversion between elements of the low level variable string types destroys the abstraction for the higher level types. For instance, the user procedure above could be written as shown below, but exposing the detail of the implementation of the variable strings represents a poor, and possibly dangerous, programming style.

with V3_2;
with Pa_2;
with Pa_1;
procedure User is
  Name : V3_1.Variable_String;
  Pa : Pa_1.Phone_Message := Pa_1.Phone_Message_From_User;
begln
  Name := Pa.To;
  MM.From := Name;
end User;

Notice that we had to be careful to avoid a constraint error at the point of the data assignment. This is one example of how attempts to combine the use of resource components which rely on different context declarations is difficult in Ada.

Static type checking, therefore, is a mixed blessing. It prevents many errors from entering a software system which might not otherwise be detected until run time. However, it limits the possible reuse of a module if a specific declaration environment must also be reused. Not only must the reused module be in the scope of those declarations, but so must its users. Further, those users are forced to communicate with that module using the shared external types rather than their own, making the resource master over its users instead of the other way around. The set of types which facilitate communication among the components of a program, therefore, ultimately prevents most, if not all, of the developed algorithms from being easily used in any other program.

This study refers to declarations such as those of the above variable string types for context, and to components which build upon those declarations and which are in turn used by other components, such as the above Mail_Message and Phone_Message packages, as resources. Components which depend on resources are referred to as users. The above illustrates the general case of a context-resource-user relationship. It is possible for a component to be both a resource at one level and also a context for a still higher level resource. The dependencies among these three basic categories of components can be illustrated with a directed graph. Figure 2 shows a graph of the kind of dependency illustrated in the example above.

A resource does not always need full type information about the data it must access in order to accomplish its task. In the above examples, it would be possible for the Mail and Phone message resources to implement their functions via the functions exported from the variable string packages without any further information about the structures of those lower level variable string types. Sometimes, even less knowledge.
of the structure or functionality of the types being manipulated by a resource is required by that resource for it to accomplish its function.

```
context

    user

    resource A

    B

    A depends on B

Figure 2.
```

A common example of a situation where a resource needs no structural or operational information about the objects it manipulates is a simple data base which stores and retrieves data but which does not take advantage of the information contained by that data. It is possible to write or transform such a resource so that the context it requires (i.e., the type of the object to be stored and retrieved) is supplied by the user of that resource. Then, only the essential work of the module needs to remain. This "essence only" principle is the key to the transformations sought. Only the purpose of a module remains, with any details needed to produce the executing code, such as actual type declarations or specific operations on those types, being provided later by the users of the resource. In languages such as Smalltalk which allow dynamic binding, this information is bound at run time. In Ada, where the compiler is obligated to perform all type checking, geneties are bound at compilation time, eliminating a major source of run time errors caused by attempting to perform inappropriate operations on an object. Even though they are statically checked, however, Ada geneties can often allow a resource to be written so as to be free it from depending upon external type definitions.

Using the following arbitrary type declaration and a simplified data store package, one possible transformation is illustrated. First the example is shown before any transformation is applied:

```ada
-- CONTEXT:
package Decl is
  type Typ is ... -- anything but limited private
end Decl;

-- RESOURCE:
with Decl;
package Store is
  procedure Put (Obj : in Decl.Typ) is begin
    Local := Obj;
  end Put;
  procedure Get_Last (Obj : out Decl.Typ) is
    begin
      Obj := Local;
    end Get_Last;
end Store;
```

```ada
package body Store is
  Local : Decl.Typ;
  procedure Put (Obj : in Decl.Typ) is begin
    Local := Obj;
  end Put;
  procedure Get_Last (Obj : out Decl.Typ) is begin
    Obj := Local;
  end Get_Last;
end Store;
```

The above resource can be transformed into the following one which has no dependencies on external declarations:

```ada
-- generalized resource:
generic
  type Typ is private;
package General_Store is
  procedure Put (Obj : in Typ) ;
  procedure Get_Last (Obj : out Typ) ;
end General_Store;

package body General_Store is
  Local : Typ;
  procedure Put (Obj : in Typ) is begin
    Local := Obj;
  end Put;
  procedure Get_Last (Obj : out Typ) is begin
    Obj := Local;
  end Get_Last;
end General_Store;
```

Note that, by naming the generic formal parameter appropriately, none of the identifiers in the code needed to change, and the expanded names were merely shortened to their simpler names. This minimizes the handling required to perform the transformation (although automating the process would make this an unimportant issue). This transformation required the removal of the context clause, the addition of two lines (the generic part) and the shortening of the expanded names. The modification required to convert the package to a theoretically independent one constitutes a reusability measure. A user of the resource in the original form would need to add the following declaration in order to obtain an appropriate instance of the resource:

```ada
package Store is new General_Store (Decl.Typ);
```

Formal rules for counting program changes have already been proposed and validated [4], and applications of these counting rules (such as using a lower handling value for shortening expanded names and a higher one for adding generic formats) are being considered as part of this work.

The earlier example with the variable string types can also be generalized to remove the dependencies between the mail and phone message packages (resources) and the variable string packages (contexts). For example, ignoring the implementations (bodies) of the resources, the following would functionally be equivalent those examples:

```ada
package Decl is
  type Typ is ... -- anything but limited private
end Decl;
```

```ada
with Decl;
package Store is
  procedure Put (Obj : in Decl.Typ) ;
  procedure Get_Last (Obj : out Decl.Typ) ;
end Store;
```
- Context, as before:

package Vg_1 is
  type Variable_String is
    record
      Data : String (1..50);
      Len : Natural;
    end record;
  function Variable_String_From_User
    return Variable_String;
end Vg_1;

package Vg_2 is
  type Variable_String is
    record
      Data : String (1..250) := ('others' => ' ');
      Len : Natural := 0;
    end record;
  function Variable_String_From_User
    return Variable_String;
end Vg_2;

- Resources, which no longer depend upon
  the above context declarations:

generic
  type Component is private;
package Gen_Pm_1 is
  type Phone_Message is
    record
      From : Component;
      To : Component;
      Data : Component;
    end record;
  function Phone_Message_From_User
    return Phone_Message;
end Gen_Pm_1;

generic
  type Component is private;
package Gen_Mm_1 is
  type Mail_Message is
    record
      From : Component;
      To : Component;
      Subj : Component;
      Text : Component;
    end record;
  function Mail_Message_From_User
    return Mail_Message;
end Gen_Mm_1;

Now, the programmer who is trying to reuse the above declarations by combining the use of Mail_Messages with the use of Phone_Messages has another option. Instead of trying to combine both contexts, just one can be chosen (in this case, Vg_2):

with Vg_2;
with Gen_Pm_1;
with Gen_Mm_1;
procedure User is
package Pm_1 is new
  Gen_Pm_1 (Vg_2.Variable_String);
package Mm_1 is new
  Gen_Mm_1 (Vg_2.Variable_String);
Name : Vg_2.Variable_String;

Pm : Pm_1.Phone_Message :=
Pm_1.Phone_Message_From_User;
Mm : Mm_1.Mail_Message :=
Mm_1.Mail_Message_From_User;
begin
  Name := Pm.From;
  Pm.Ts := Name; -- now OK
  end User;

An additional complexity is required for this example. The resources must be able to obtain component type values from which to construct mail and phone messages. Although this is not obvious from the specifications only, it can be assumed that such functionality must be available in the body. This can be done by adding a generic formal function parameter to the generic part, requiring the user to supply an additional parameter to the instantiations as well:

generic
  type Component is private;
  with function Component_From_User
    return Component;
package Gen_Pm_1 is
  type Phone_Message is
    record
      From : Component;
      To : Component;
      Data : Component;
    end record;
  function Phone_Message_From_User
    return Phone_Message;
end Gen_Pm_1;

Although the above examples show the context, the resource, and the user as library level units, declaration dependence can occur, and transformations can be applied, in situations where the three components are nested. For example, the resource and user can be co-resident in a declarative area, or the user can contain the resource or vice versa.

This reiterates the earlier claim that, at least for the purpose of this model, it does not matter if the data is encapsulated or its applicable function, it just makes it easier to find if it is, in the programs studied, the lowest level data types, which were often properly encapsulated with their immediately available operations, were used to construct higher level resources specific to the problem being solved. It was unusual for those resources to be written with the same level of encapsulation and independence as the lower level types, and this resulted in the kind of context-resource-user dependencies illustrated above.

For example, in the case of the generalized simple data base, the functionality of the data appears in the resource while the declaration of it appears in the context. The only place where the higher-level object comes into existence is inside the user component, at the point where the instantiation is declared. If desired, an additional transformation can be applied to rectify this problem of the apparent separation of the object from its operations. Instead of leaving the instantiation of the new generic resource up to the client.
software, an intermediary package can be created which
combines the visibility of the context declarations with
instantiations of the generic resource. This package, then,
becomes the direct resource for the client software,
introducing a layer of abstraction that was not present in the
original (non-general) structure.

For example, the following transformation to the second
example above composes the resource General_Store with the
context of choice, type Typ from package Decls. The
declaration of the package Object performs this service.

generic
  type Typ is private;
  package General_Store is
    procedure Put (Obj : in Typ);
    procedure Get_Last (Obj : out Typ);
  end General_Store;

package Decls is
  type Typ is ... end Decls;

with Decls;
with General_Store;
package Object is
  subtype Typ is Decls.Typ;
  package Store is new General_Store (Typ);
  procedure Put (Obj : in Typ);
  procedure Get_Last (Obj : out Typ);
  type Object is new Store.Get_Last;
end Object;

end Object;

in the alternate example, note that the parameter mode for
the Get_Last procedure needed to be changed to allow the
reading of the designated object of the actual access parameter.
Also, a simple initialization function was supplied to provide
the client with a way of placing a non-null access object to the
Put and Get_Last procedures. Normally, there would already
be initialization and constructor operations, so this additional
operation would not be needed. The advantage of this
alternative is that the implementation of the type and
operations can change without disturbing the client software.
However, the first alternative could be changed in a
compilation-compatible way, such that any client software
would need recompilation but no modification.

It is also possible to provide just an instantiation as a
library unit by itself, but this requires the user to acquire
independently the visibility to the same context as that
instantiation. This solution results in the reconstruction of
the original situation, where the instantiation becomes the
resource dependent on a context, and the user depends on both.
The important difference, however, is that now the resource
(the instantiation) is not viewed as a reusable component. It
becomes application-specific and can be routinely (potentially
automatically) generated from both the generalized reusable
resource and the context of choice, while the generic from
which the instantiation is produced remains the independent,
reusable component. The advantage of this structure lies in
the abstraction provided for the user component which is
insulated from the complexities of the instantiation of the
reusable generic. Since the result is similar to the initial
architecture, the overall software architecture can be
preserved while utilizing generic resources. The following
illustrates this,

package Object is
type Typ is ... end Decls;

with Decls;
with General_Store;
package Object is new General_Store (Decls.Typ);
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with Decis;
with Object;
procedure Client is
item : Decis.Typ;
begin
Object.Put (item);
Object.Get Last (item);
end Client;

By modifying the generic resource to "pass through" the generic formal types, the user's reliance on the context can be removed:

generic
  type Gen_Typ is private;
  package General_Store is
    subtype Typ is Gen_Typ; -- pass the type through
    procedure Put (obj : in Typ); -- original:
    procedure Get Last (obj : out Typ); -- original:
    end General_Store;
  end Gen_Typ;
package Decis is
  type Typ is ... -- original:
  and Decis;
with Decis;
with General_Store;
package Object is new General_Store (Decis.Typ);
with Object;
procedure Client is
item : Object.Typ;
begin
Object.Put (item);
Object.Get Last (item);
end Client;

Measurement

In the above examples, the context components were never modified. Resource components were modified to eliminate their dependence on context components. User components were modified in order to maintain their functionality given the now general resource components, typically by defining generic actual parameter objects and adding an instantiation, in the case of the encapsulated instantiations, an intermediate component was introduced to free the user component of the complexity of the instantiation. It is the ease or difficulty of modifying the resource components that is of primary interest here, and the measurement of this modification effort constitutes a measurement of the reusability of the components. The usability of the generalized resources is also of interest, since some may be difficult to instantiate.

Considering the above examples again, the simple data base resource Store reduced the removal of the context clause and the creation of a generic part (these being typical modifications for almost all transformations of this kind). In addition, the formal parameter types for the two subprograms were changed to the generic formal private type, causing a change to both the subprogram specification and body. No further changes were required.

The Phone_Message and Mail_Message resources required the deletion of the context clause, the addition of a generic part consisting of a formal private type parameter and a formal subroutine parameter, and the replacement of three occurrences (or four, in the case of Mail_Message) of the type mark Vs_1.Variable_String with the generic formal type Component.

- original:
  with Vs_1;
  package Fm_1 is
  type Phone_Message is
  record
    from : Vs_1.Variable_String;
    to : Vs_1.Variable_String;
    data : Vs_1.Variable_String;
  end record;
  function Phone_Message_From_User return Phone_Message;
  end Fm_1;
- transformed:
  with Component is private;
  with function Component_From_User return Component;
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package Gen_Pm_1 is
  type Phone_Message is
    record
      From : Component;
      To : Component;
      Data : Component;
    end record;
  function Phone_Message_From_User
    return Phone_Message;
end Gen_Pm_1;

Generalizing the bodies of Gen_Pm_1 and Gen_Msg_2 would involve replacing any calls to the Variable_String_FROM_Users functions with calls to the generic format Component_FROM_User function. In the case of the simple bodies shown before, this would require three and four simple substitutions, for Gen_Pm_1 and Gen_Msg_2, respectively.

In addition to measuring the reusability of a unit by the number of transformations required to maximize its independence, reusability can also be gauged by the amount of residual dependency on other units which cannot be eliminated, or which is unreasonably difficult to eliminate, by any of the proposed transformations. For any given unit, therefore, two values can be obtained. The first reveals the number of program changes which would be required to perform any applicable transformations. The second indicates the amount of dependence which would remain in the unit even after it was transformed. The original units in the examples above would score high on the first scale since the handling required for its conversion was negligible, implying that its reusability was already good (i.e., it was already independent or was easy to make independent of external declarations). After the transformation, there remain no latent dependences, so the transformed generic would receive a perfect reusability score.

Note that the object of any reusability measurement, and therefore, of any transformations, need not be a single Ada unit. If a set of library units were intended to be reused together then the metrics as well as the transformations could be applied to the entire set. Whereas there might be substantial independence among the units within the set, it still might be possible to eliminate all dependences on external declarations.

In the above examples, one reason that the transformation was trivial was that the only operation performed on objects of the external type was assignment (except for the mail and phone message examples). Therefore, it was possible to replace direct visibility to the external type definition with a generic formal private type. A second example illustrates a slightly more difficult transformation which includes more assumptions about the externally declared type. In the following example, indexing and component assignment are used by the resource.

Before transformation:

```ada
-- package Arr is
package Arr is
  type Item_Array is
    array (Integer range <> ) of Natural;
end Arr;

-- procedure Clear (Item : out Arr.Item_Array) is
procedure Clear (Item : out Arr.Item_Array) is
  begin
    for I in Item.Range loop
      Item (I) := 0;
    end loop;
  end Clear;

-- user
with Arr, Clear;
procedure Client is
  X : Arr.Item_Array (1..10);
begin
  Clear (X);
end Client;
```

After transformation:

```ada
-- context (same)
package Arr is
  type Item_Array is
    array (Integer range <> ) of Natural;
end Arr;

-- generalized resource
generic
  type Component is range <> ;
  type Index is range <> ;
  type Gen_Array is
    array (Index range <> ) of Component;

-- procedure Clear (Item : out Gen_Array) is
procedure Clear (Item : out Gen_Array) is
  begin
    for I in Item.Range loop
      Item (I) := 0;
    end loop;
  end Clear;

-- user
with Arr, Gen_Clear;
procedure Client is
  X : Arr.Item_Array (1..10);
procedure Clear is new Gen_Clear
  (Natural, Integer, Arr.Item_Array);
begin
  Clear (X);
end Client;
```

The above transformation removes compilation dependences, and allows the generic procedure to describe its essential function without the visibility of external declarations. As before, an immediate scope could be created to free the user procedure from the chore of instantiating a Clear procedure, which requires visibility to both the context and the resource. However, it also illustrates an important additional kind of dependence which can exist between a resource and its users, namely information dependence.

In the previous example, the literal value 0 is due to the presence of information that is not general. Therefore, the following would be an improvement over the transformation shown above:

```ada
-- data
package Arr is
  type Item_Array is
    array (Integer range <> ) of Natural;
end Arr;
```

The above transformation removes compilation dependences, and allows the generic procedure to describe its essential function without the visibility of external declarations. As before, an immediate scope could be created to free the user procedure from the chore of instantiating a Clear procedure, which requires visibility to both the context and the resource. However, it also illustrates an important additional kind of dependence which can exist between a resource and its users, namely information dependence.

In the previous example, the literal value 0 is due to the presence of information that is not general. Therefore, the following would be an improvement over the transformation shown above:
1. Let \( P \) represent a program unit.
   \( P = \text{procedure Clear (item : out Amt_Item_Array)} \)

2. Let \( D \) represent the set of \( n \) object declarations, \( d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n \),
   directly referenced by \( P \) such that \( d_i \) is of a type declared
   externally to \( P \).
   \( D = \{ \text{Amt_Item_Array} \} \)

3. Let \( O_i \), \( O_2 \), be sets of operations where \( O_i \) is the set of
   operations applied to \( d_i \) inside \( P \).
   \( O_i = \{ \text{indexing by integers, integer assignment to components} \} \)

4. \( P \) is completely transformable if each operation in each of
   the sets, \( O_1 \), \( O_2 \), can be replaced with a predefined or generic
   formal operation.

Indexing can be obtained through a generic formal array type.
Although no constraining operation was used, the formal
array type could be either constrained or unconstrained since the
only declared object is a formal subprogram parameter.
Since component assignment is required, the component type
must not be limited. Therefore, the following generic formal
parts are possible:

   \[
   \text{type Component is range (<>) ;}
   \text{type Index is range (<>)} ;
   \]

followed by either:

   \[
   \text{type Amt_Item_Array is array (Index) of Component ;}
   \]

or:

   \[
   \text{type Amt_Item_Array is array (Index range <> \{0\}) of Component ;}
   \]

Notice that some operations can be replaced with generic
formal operations more easily than others. For example,
direct access of array structures can generally be replaced by
making the array a type of a formal type. However, direct
access into record structures (using "dot" notation) complicates transformations since this operation must be
replaced with a user-defined access function.

Application to External Software

Medium-Sized Projects

To test the feasibility of the transformations proposed, a
6,000-line Ada program written by seven professional
programmers was examined for reuse transformation
possibilities. The program consisted of six library units,
ranging in size from 20 to 2,400 lines. Of the 30
theoretically possible dependencies that could exist among
these units, ten were required. Four transformations of the
sort described above were made to three of the units. These
required an additional 44 lines of code (less than a 1% increase) and reduced the number of dependencies from ten to
five, which is the minimum possible with six units. Using one
possible program change definition, each transformation
required between two and six changes.
A fifth modification was made to detach a nested unit from its parent. This required the addition of 15 lines and resulted in a total of 15 lines with a maximum of six dependencies. Next, two other functions were made independent of the other units. Unlike the previous transformations which were targeted for reuse, however, these transformations resulted in a net reduction in code since the resulting components were reused at multiple points within this program. Substantial information dependency which would have impaired actual reuse was identified but remained within the units, however.

A second medium-sized project was studied which exhibited such a high degree of mutual dependence between pairs of library units that, instead of selecting smaller units for generalizations, the question of non-hierarchical dependence was studied at a system level. The general conclusion from this was that loops in the dependency structure (where, for example, package A is referenced from package body B and package B is referenced from package body A) make generalization of those components difficult. The program was instead analyzed for possible restructuring to remove as much of the bi-directional dependence as practical. This was partially successful and suggests that this sort of redesign might appropriately precede other reuse analyses.

The NASA Projects

Currently, the research project is examining several spacecraft flight simulation programs from the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. These programs are each more than 100,000 lines of Ada. They have been developed by an organization that originally developed such simulators in Fortran and has been transitioning to the use of Ada over the past several years. Because all the programs are in the same application domain and were developed by the same organization there is considerable opportunity for reuse. In the past, the development organization recognized the ability to reuse about 20% of earlier programs when a new program was being developed in Fortran. However, since becoming familiar with Ada, the same organization is now reporting a 72% reuse rate, or better.

After gaining an understanding of the nature of the reuse accomplished in Fortran and later in Ada, and how similar or different reuse in the two languages was, we would like to test several theories about why the Ada reuse has been so much greater. We already know that the reuse is accomplished by modifying earlier components as required, and not, in general, by using previously written code. Because of this reuse mode, one theory we will be testing is that the Ada programs are more reusable simply because they are more understandable.

For the current study, the programs were studied to reveal opportunities to extract generic components which, had they been available when the programs were being developed originally, could have been reused without modification. There is an additional advantage to working with this data, however, since, as mentioned above, the several programs already exhibit significant functional similarities which can be studied for possible generalization. In other words, whereas the initial discussion of generic extraction has

This gives rise to the notion of domain-specific generic extraction as opposed to domain-independent generic extraction. Given the problems associated with extracting a completely general component, as examined earlier, a case can be made to generalize away only some of the dependence, leaving the rest in place. The additional problem, then, becomes how to determine what dependence is permissible and what should be removed. Since the permissible dependence would be common across projects in a certain domain, and would therefore be domain-specific while the dependence to be removed would be the problem-specific context. When reused, then, these components would have their problem-specific context supplied as generic actual parameters.

This is currently a largely manual task, since the programs must be compared to find corresponding functionality and then examined to determine the intersection of that functionality. Interestingly, on the last project the developers themselves have also been devising generic components which are instantiated only one time within that program. This implies to us that some effort was being spent to make components which might be reusable with no, or perhaps only very little, modification in the next project. We have compared the results of our generalizations with those done by the developers, and find that ours have much more complex generic parts but correspondingly much less dependence on other software. This is a reasonable result, since the developers already have some idea about the context for each reuse of a given generic; what aspects of that context are likely to change from project to project and what aspects are expected to remain constant across several programs. The program-specific context, only, appears in the generic parts of the generics written by the developers, while our generalizations have generic parts which contain descriptions of types and operations which apparently do not need to change as long as the problem domain remains the same. In other words, when our generic parts are devised by analyzing only a single instance of a component, we cannot distinguish between program-specific and domain-specific generalizations.

One interesting question we would like to answer is whether we can derive the generic part that makes the most sense within this domain by comparing similar components from different programs and generalizing only on their differences, leaving the software in the intersection of the components unchanged. In this way, a component would be derived which would not be completely independent but, like the developer-written generics, would be sufficiently independent for reuse in the domain. Then, a comparison with the generics developed within the organization would be revealing. If the generics are similar then our process might be useful on other parts of the software that have not yet been generalized by the developers. However, if they differ greatly, it would be useful to characterize that difference and
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understand what additional knowledge must be used in generalizing the repeated software. Unfortunately, there is not enough reuse of the developer's generic yet to make this first comparison a project currently in progress which should supply some of this data.

The following example illustrates the complexity of the generic parts which were required to completely isolate a typical unit from its context. Here, the precedure Check_Header was removed from a package body and generalized to be able to stand alone as a library level generic procedure.

```
generic
  type Time is private;
  type Duration is digits <;
  with function enable return Boolean;
  type Nt_rec_type is private:
  with procedure set_start
   (H : in out Nd_rec_type; To : Duration);
  with function Get_start
   (H : Nd_rec_type) return Duration;
  with procedure set_stop
   (H : in out Nd_rec_type; To : Duration);
  with function Get_stop
   (H : Nd_rec_type) return Duration;
  type Real is digits <;
  with function Get_at_int
   (H : Nd_rec_type) return Real;
  with function Get_at_time
   (D : out Duration) return Duration;
  Header_rec : in out Nd_rec_type;
  Nt_rec_type : in out Duration;
  function seconds_since_1957
   (T : in Time) return Duration;
  with procedure Display_Output
   (Output : String);
  with procedure display_end_line
   (File : in Direct_file_Type);
  with procedure display_direct
   (File : in Direct_file_Type);
  with function Image_of_base_10
   (Item : Duration) return String;

procedure Check_Header_Generic
  (Abstract_Calendar, Time, Duration, Encode_Unicode,
   Attitude_history_types, Header_record, Set_start, Get_start, Set_stop, Get_stop, Utilities, Header, Get_Ant_rec_out_int);
```

Conversed_Time,
History_data_header_rec,
History_data_Goes1_time_step,
Time, seconds_since_1957,
Error_collector_write,
Direct_file_to_file_type,
Direct_file_to_read,
Get_from_buffer,
Image_of_base_10,
Raise_header_data_error;

In contrast, a typical generic part on a unit which was developed and delivered as part of the most recent completed project by the developers themselves is shown here:

```
generic
  type Case_type is private;
  with function Initialize_sensor
   return Case_type case_database_type is <;
package G5 ==
  Number_of_sensors : constant :=
  Case_type case_number_of_sensors;
```

...Note that by allowing the visibility of Case_type, the generic part was simplified. Being unfamiliar with the domain, had we attempted to generalize Goese_Sun_Sensor by examining only the non-generic version of a corresponding component in another program we would not be able to tell whether the dependence on Case_type was program-specific or domain-specific. Here, however, the developer had to believe that Case_type is domain-specific while the number of sensors and sensor initialization is program specific.

Guidelines

The manual application of the principles and techniques of generic transformation and extraction has revealed several interesting and intuitively reasonable guidelines relative to the creation and reuse of Ada software. In general, these guidelines appear to be applicable to programs of any size. However, the last guideline is the main concern program structure, was the most obvious when dealing with medium to large programs.

- Avoid direct access into record components except in the same declarative region as the record type declaration.

Since there is no generic formal record type in Ada (without dynamic binding such a feature would be impractical) there is no straightforward way to replace record component access with a generic operation. Instead, user-supplied access functions are needed to access the components and the type must be passed as a private type. This is unlike array types for which there are two generic formal types (constrained and unconstrained). This supports the findings of others which assert that direct referencing of non-local record components adversely affects maintainability [6].

- Minimize non-local access to array components.

Although not as difficult in general as removing dependence
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on a record type, removing dependence on an array type can be cumbersome.

• Keep direct access to data structures local to their declarations.

This is a stronger conclusion than the previous two, and reinforces the philosophy of using abstract data types in all situations where a data type is available outside its local declarative region. Encapsulated types are far easier to separate as resources than globally declared types since the operations are localized and contained.

• Avoid the use of literal values except as constant value assignments.

Information dependence is almost always associated with the use of a literal value in one unit of software that has some hidden relationship to a literal value in a different unit. If a unit is generalized and extracted for reuse but contains a literal value which indicates a dependence on some assumption about its original context, that unit can fail in unpredictable ways when reused. Conventional wisdom applies here, and it might be reasonable to relax the restriction to allow the use of 0 and 1. However, experience with a considerable amount of software which makes the erroneous assumption that the first index of any zoning is 1 has shown that even this can lead to problems.

• Avoid mingling resources with application specific contexts.

Although the purpose of the transformations is to separate resources from application specific software regardless of the program structure, certain styles of programming result in programs which can be transformed more easily and completely. By staying conscious of the ultimate goal of separating reusable functions from application declarations, whether or not the functionality is initially programmed to be generic, programmers can simplify the eventual transformation of the code.

• Keep interfaces abstract.

Protocol dependencies arise from the exportation of implementation details that should not be present in the interface to a resource. Such an interface is vulnerable because it assumes a usage protocol which does not have to be followed by its users. The bad stack example illustrates what can happen when a resource interface requires the use of implementation details, however even resources with an appropriately abstract interface can expect unwanted additional detail which can lead to protocol dependence.

• Avoid direct reference to packages Standard, Float

Even when used to define other floating point types, direct reference to Float establishes an implementation dependence that does not occur with abstract floating point declarations. Especially dangerous is a direct reference to Standard.Long_Float, Standard.Long_Inner, etc., since they may not even compile on different implementations. Some care must also be taken with Integer, Positive, and Natural, though in general they were not associated with as much dependence as Float. Note that fixed point types in Ada are constructed as needed by the compiler. Perhaps the same philosophy should have been adopted for Float and Integer. Reference to Character and Boolean is not a problem since they are the same on all implementations.

• Avoid the use of 'Address

Even though it is not necessary to be in the scope of package System to use this attribute, it sets up a dependency on System.Address that makes the software not-portable. If this attribute is needed for some low-level programming then it should be calculated and never be exposed in the interface to that level.

• Consider the inter-component dependence of a design

By understanding how functionality-equivalent programs can vary in their degree of inter-component dependence, designers and developers can make decisions about how much dependence will be permitted in an evolving system, and how much effort will be applied to limit that dependence. For system developments which are expected to yield reusable components directly, a decision can be made to minimize dependencies from the outset. For developments which are not able to make such an investment in reusability, a decision can be made to allow certain kinds of dependencies to occur, in particular, dependencies which are removable through subsequent transformation might be allowed while those that would be too difficult to remove later might be avoided. A particularly cumbersome type of dependence occurs when two library units reference each other, either directly or indirectly. This should be avoided if at all possible. By making structural decisions explicitly, surprises can be avoided which might otherwise result in unwarranted limitations of the developed software.
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